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Introduction

So, finally, you’ve decided to write your content in DITA.
First, congratulations! For most companies or organizations, deciding whether to adopt
Darwin Information Typing Architecture (DITA) as an XML authoring methodology is an
arduous journey. We’re strong supporters of the DITA standard and are confident that your
investment to move to DITA can improve the technical information that you create for your
products, services, or technologies.
Second, now what are you going to do? How do you start implementing DITA? What do
you need to know before you start writing? What best practices have many of us in the technical writing community established? What are the gotchas and pitfalls of authoring in DITA?
What’s the best way to learn about DITA?
Don’t panic: We’ve helped to educate many teams in our own companies and communities and promise you that learning how to semantically tag content in XML is not the hard part.
Learning how to best use (or not use) the DITA elements, DITA maps, and topic types to fit
your content and your organization is the real challenge.
The default DITA standard includes more than 400 elements, and those elements contain
attributes. You’ll need to consider these questions before you get started:
• Should you use all of the DITA elements and attributes?
• Which features do you need to understand to get going?
• Which features can you wait to implement after you’ve spent more time working
with DITA?
• What are the guidelines that you should follow?
This book is for users who have made the decision to use DITA and are looking for
advice from experienced DITA authors, editors, and information architects about how to write
effective technical information in DITA.

We decided to write this book to fill an information gap in the available DITA information. Some DITA books and educational courses tell you what each DITA element represents
and what it is used for. However, they don’t always tell you how to best create effective content for these elements or how to organize that content.
For example, current DITA education defines what a <shortdesc> element is, but that
education doesn’t show you how to write effective text to go in that element.
We’ve spent years evaluating, testing, and writing best practices for technical writers at
our companies. Our recommendations go beyond defining elements: We’ll show you how and
when to use an element, how to write effective text for that element, and even when not to use
specific elements and attributes.
One consistent question that we hear at conferences and community discussions is,
“How did you agree on best practices and write those guidelines?” The answer is years and
years of trial and error until we refined our guidelines to a set of standards that help us to create industry-leading technical information.
For example, we’ve presented our short description best practices at DITA conferences
and user group forums and meetings. At one presentation, a colleague said, “I wish someone
would sell us these best practices so we don’t have to spend months writing our own guidelines.” Good idea!
Writers, editors, information architects, and even managers will find helpful guidelines
and best practices for writing, organizing, and editing DITA content, and converting nonDITA content to DITA topics:
• Technical writers will learn how topic-based writing in DITA can help them create
more effective information.
• Editors will learn about new ways to ensure the quality of the information.
• Information and XML architects will get practical advice about which DITA elements and features to implement.
• Project managers will find roadmaps and checklists to help them coordinate the conversion to DITA.
• Technical writing managers will find information about roles and resources required
for converting content to DITA.
We created these examples and best practices by using out-of-the-box DITA authoring
and processing tools. We used DITA 1.1 in the XMetaL authoring tool and produced PDF and
HTML output by using the DITA Open Toolkit. In some cases, we highlighted features that
are unique to DITA 1.2. You, too, can create effective topic-based information by using the
default settings in DITA.
You can find a number of resources to help you learn DITA basics, and the DITA community is a wonderfully supportive group.

In some chapters, we refer to two other books that cover similar topics: The IBM Style
Guide: Conventions for Writers and Editors by DeRespinis et al. (ISBN: 9780132101301),
and Developing Quality Technical Information: A Handbook for Writers and Editors by
Hargis et al. (ISBN: 9780137034574), both published by IBM Press (Pearson Education, Inc.).
We hope that you find these guidelines helpful. Now, let’s have some fun with DITA!

EBOOK BUNDLE VERSION
Direct from industry experts in information development comes an eBook bundle that
combines three titles for technical writers, editors, and information architects: Best Practices for Technical Writers and Editors: DITA, Quality, and Style (Collection) by
IBM Press. This set of titles is the most comprehensive collection of resources available
for technical communicators.
DITA Best Practices covers Darwin Information Typing Architecture (DITA)—today’s
most powerful toolbox for constructing topic-based information. The IBM Style Guide
provides complete, proven guidelines for writing consistent, clear, concise, and easy-totranslate content. Developing Quality Technical Information is the definitive guide to
developing outstanding technical documentation—for the web and for print.

C H A P T E R

1

Topic-Based Writing in DITA

What’s a topic other than a conversational piece? In technical information, a topic, which is
sometimes called an article, has a title and some content. A topic has just enough content to
make sense by itself but not so much content that it covers more than one procedure, one concept, or one type of reference information.
Although a topic should be self-contained, it shouldn’t live alone. For information delivered with most technical products, services, or technologies, a topic needs a home in a larger,
organized collection of topics. That collection can then be packaged and delivered in an output
format such as HTML web pages, online help, or a PDF manual.
Darwin Information Typing Architecture (DITA) is specifically designed to support topic-based writing. With its modular-based architecture, semantic XML elements, and powerful
linking features, DITA can help you create and maintain topic-based, or componentized, technical information.
Writing topic-based information has advantages for both the users of your products and
for your writing teams. However, separating your information into different topic types isn’t
enough. To ensure that your information meets the needs of your users, you need to understand
how to write minimalist, task-oriented information.

Books, Topics, and Webs of Information
Books are great for some things, such as mystery novels, complex scientific concepts, and philosophical ponderings. However, books aren’t the best vehicle for delivering targeted technical
content to users who have real-world tasks to complete.
Information organized in a narrative book model typically has these characteristics:
• Beginnings, middles, and endings intended to be read linearly from beginning to end
• Chapters or sections that often mix task, conceptual, and reference information

Although the narrative book model works well for novels and some nonfiction books,
it’s not well suited for technical information that’s delivered with a product. When it’s time to
adjust the valves on the motorcycle, users don’t want to read a novel. They want to open the
motorcycle manual, find that one specific task, and move on.
A topic is a self-contained unit of information. An effective topic covers only one subject. Each topic is long enough to make sense on its own, but short enough to stick to one point
without expanding into other subjects.
A topic typically answers one of these questions:
• How do I do it?
• What is it?
• What is the process?
• How do I fix it?
Because most users need only a small amount of information at a time, you should create
information that can answer specific questions discretely without requiring extensive reading
across large amounts of interconnected content.
Separating information into discrete topics helps you to:
• Design new information more easily and consistently
• Eliminate unimportant or redundant information
• Identify common or reusable topics or pieces of content in topics
All topics, regardless of their purpose, have the following characteristics:
• Meaningful titles
• Ability to stand alone from other content
• Logical organization
• Links to other topics that contain related information
You organize and link topics to create a coherent web of information, as shown in Figure
1.1. Eventually, the output of this collection of topics might be an online help system, a PDF
manual, or a website. Although a web of topics might seem chaotic at first, DITA can help you
organize and link topics so that users don’t get lost.
By writing your information in discrete topics, organizing those topics into logical collections, and then linking related topics to each other, you can create a web of information that
is easy to navigate, easy to understand, and easy to consume.

Figure 1.1 Linked and organized topics that form a web of information.

Advantages of Writing in Topics for Writing Teams
Creating technical information in topics not only helps your users find and use your information more easily, but topic-based information also has significant benefits for writers, information architects, and editors.

Writers Can Work More Productively
In your organization, several writers might work on content for related features or functional
areas. To be more productive, each writer can contribute specific topics that support those related features or functions.
For example, for a complex installation guide for an enterprise database system, each
writer can own some of the installation information. One writer might own information about
setting up security, and another writer might own information about planning for the installation.
When you write in topics, it’s easier and more productive for multiple writers to contribute to the larger set of information.

Writers Can Share Content with Other Writers
The larger a file is, the more difficult it is for you and other writers to work on content in the
same file. Imagine a file that is 50 pages. Every time you work on that file, 50 pages of content
are locked and unavailable for other writers to work on.
With topics, you can work on smaller units of content at any time because each topic is
one file, which allows more writers to have access to larger portions of information.

Writers Can Reuse Topics
Organizations save time and resources by reusing content. You can reuse topics for multiple
products, for different audiences, and for multiple information sets and output formats.

For example, you might include the same topic in both a book and a help system or share
topics among product libraries. If the shared topic has content that isn’t appropriate or required
for every product, you can use conditional processing attributes to remove content that’s not
applicable rather than write and maintain two topics with nearly identical content.

Writers Can More Quickly Organize or Reorganize Content
Information designed with a narrative flow or book structure doesn’t enable you to quickly
rearrange information. For example, if you create separate task topics for assembling a motorcycle engine, you can easily change the order of those task topics if the motorcycle engine’s
design changes.

Reviewers Can Review Small Groups of Topics Instead of Long Books
Instead of asking editors, information architects, or technical experts to review long books,
you can submit small sets of topics or even single topics to reviewers throughout the development cycle of the product. You’re more likely to get better feedback if the reviewer can read
through a handful of shorter topics than have to comb through a 100-page chapter.

DITA Topic Types
Users of technical information often need at least three types of content: procedures, background or conceptual information, and quick reference information. What most users don’t
need is a jumbled mix of those three types of information—for example, procedures buried in
a long section of conceptual information or a table of miscellaneous commands thrown in the
middle of a procedure.
Figure 1.2 shows how mixing information types can make specific pieces of information
difficult to find. The topic uses a title that seems to indicate that the information is conceptual,
and the topic does describe how nuclear energy is created. However, the topic then digresses
into a task that describes how to connect an espresso machine to a nuclear reactor. And to
make matters worse, the topic also contains a table of commands, none of which are related to
how energy is created from nuclear fusion. Most users do not expect to find task information
or even a list of commands in a topic called “Nuclear fusion as a power source.”

Figure 1.2 A topic with conceptual, task, and reference information.

To make it easier to create and deliver information that effectively separates content by
type and purpose, DITA provides three main topic types: concept, task, and reference:
• A task topic describes one procedure.
• A concept topic defines what something is or how a process works.
• A reference topic contains one type of reference information that users might need as
they perform tasks.
Table 1.1 shows the differences between concept, task, and reference topic types by their
titles.
By separating content by type, you prevent users from wading through information that
they don’t need. For example, when you want to install a home entertainment system for the
first time, you don’t need to know about all the buttons on the remote control (reference information). Rather, you need the installation instructions. By separating the reference information from the task information, users can more quickly install their system.
Separating content by type also helps specific users find the information they need.
For example, novice users are more likely to need conceptual information, whereas experts
probably go straight to the procedures and reference material and might not bother with the
concepts.

Table 1.1 Examples of Topic Types by Title
Concept Topic Title

Task Topic Title

Reference Topic Title

User roles

Create user roles

Supported types of roles

High-definition television

Install a high-definition television set

Television set accessories

Espresso

Make espresso drinks

Espresso drink ingredients

Cat behavior

Herd cats

Domestic cat varieties

Databases

Configure databases for enterprise
systems

Database types

Photography

Take photographs of landscapes

Digital camera models and
compatibility matrix

Task Orientation
Separating your content by type isn’t always sufficient to make your information address the
needs of your users. To help users accomplish real-world goals by using your products, you
must create task-oriented topics. For example, the users of your products might want to
accomplish the following real-world goals:
• Processing loan applications for a bank
• Reducing power costs by installing solar panels on rooftops
• Increasing revenues by making business processes more efficient
• Making electronic medical records available to physicians
• Manufacturing audio components for cars
• Setting up enterprise email systems so that employees can be more productive
The job of the technical writer, editor, and information architect is to create information
for products that help users accomplish these goals. The goal is not simply to describe how the
product works.
To create effective task-oriented information, follow these guidelines:
• Focus on the goals of the user, not the way the product works.
• Write from the user’s point of view and write in active voice.
• Target the appropriate audience.
• Tell users why they need or should perform the task.
• Break up large or complex tasks into shorter subtasks and organize task topics in
logical order.
• Don’t bury a task in conceptual or reference information.
By applying the principles of task-oriented writing to your information, you can write
your topics according to what tasks users perform rather than by the way the product works or
by the way it’s designed.
For more information about task-oriented writing, see “Task Orientation” in Developing
Quality Technical Information by Hargis et al.

Task Analysis
When human factors engineers design new products, they do a task analysis so that they can
understand the goals of their users and how those users want to use the product. Technical
writers can also do a task analysis to understand how users work with the product. A task
analysis can help you create effective task-oriented information.
During a task analysis, you need to find as much information as you can about how users
currently work or intend to work with your product. A thorough task analysis can provide the
following information:
• What task topics to write
• How much supporting reference and conceptual information to provide
Do a task analysis at the beginning of the project. For example, you might do a task
analysis when you create information for a new product, when you reorganize a set of information, or when you model the information for a new feature, service, or technology.
Tip: Project managers can also use your task analysis to scope the documentation project. Your analysis can help managers understand the size and resources required for the project.

Table 1.2 shows a task analysis of how to make an espresso drink:
Table 1.2 Task Analysis of How to Make Espresso Drinks
Question

Details

Comments

What is the goal?

To make an espresso drink.

State the ultimate goal of the
user; don’t describe how the
product works.

What tasks does the
user need to perform
to accomplish the
goal?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Don’t worry about order yet.
Just brainstorm all possible
tasks.

What are the mental
and physical steps
involved in each
task?

Mental: Decide what kind of coffee to make.
Physical: Grind beans, steam milk, and load
filter.

Who performs the
task?

Audience: Coffee drinkers who like strong coffee Describe users in as much
drinks
detail as possible.
Experience: Advanced

When and under
what conditions is
the task performed?

Requirements: Espresso machine must be
configured and running; espresso drink
ingredients must be available.
Limitations: User must know how to create
espresso drinks.

Prepare the beans.
Load the filter.
Configure the espresso machine.
Add water.
Prepare the milk.
Turn on the espresso machine.

Most tasks require mental
and physical steps.

Describe prerequisites,
limitations, or restrictions to
do the task.

Environment: Users usually make coffee in the
morning and are probably sleepy.
What are potential
distractions to
accomplishing the
goal?

Troubleshooting: Broken power source or bean
grinding problem.
Alternative path: Deciding to make brewed
coffee rather than an espresso drink.
Exception path: Missing ingredients.

Consider errors or problems
that users might encounter.
An exception path describes
the situation when something
goes wrong in the process
that prevents users from
completing of the task.

What does the user
need to know about
the task?

Duration: 3 minutes if the coffee beans are
ground; 8 minutes if the coffee beans are not
ground.
Complexity: Easy for advanced users; medium to
difficult for users making espresso drinks for the
first or second time.
Frequency: Daily.

This information might
impact the type of content
that you include in the
procedure or how you
structure the task topic.

What is the sequence Prerequisites: Install and configure espresso
of tasks or steps?
machine.
1. Turn on the espresso machine.
2. Prepare the beans:
a. Select the coffee beans.
b. Grind the beans to fine or extra fine.
3. Load the ingredients:
a. Load the ground beans.
b. Add the water.
4. Allow the ground coffee to brew.
5. Pour the espresso into a cup.
6. Optional: Add sugar or other ingredients.

Organize the tasks or steps in
the proper order.

What is the expected Make a perfectly crafted espresso drink.
result?

State the results that users
will expect to see or
accomplish.

The result of the analysis is that you have the following information:
• An understanding of what tasks users must complete to achieve a goal.
• An outline of what steps it takes to perform a task. Use this outline to create your
DITA topics.
Although a task analysis might seem time consuming, the effort can likely save you time
over the entire release cycle of your product. Use the task analysis form that appears at the end
of this chapter to do an analysis for your product, service, or technology.
You can use professional modeling tools to do a task analysis, such as UML applications
or the DITA-aware IBM Information Architecture Workbench. You can also use a spreadsheet
or pen and paper to track the analysis questions and responses.

Minimalist Writing
No discussion of topic-based writing would be complete without a few words…very
few…about minimalist writing. By following minimalist writing principles, you can create
more effective topics. In minimalist writing, you should provide only the information that
users need, when they need it, and nothing more.
You can find many excellent books and articles that describe minimalist writing in more
detail, but remember these important principles: know your audience, remove nonessential
content, and focus on user goals.
Know Your Audience
You must understand your users’ level of expertise with the product, service, or technology.
Do a task analysis so that you know exactly what information users need to accomplish real
goals.
Analyze customer support feedback and conduct usability tests to learn about your users:
• What are users likely to know about your product or technology? For example, if
your product describes how to create web pages, do you need to explain the basics of
browsers?
• What goals do they want to accomplish?
• Will they understand the terminology used for your product? For example, will most
of your users who are experienced with search engines know what you mean by
“Boolean operators”?
• How much help will they need to resolve problems with the product? How much
troubleshooting information should you provide?
Remove Nonessential Content
As a technical writer, you become an expert in the product, service, or technology that you
document. Although you might understand your product well, consider what information is
essential for your users. Don’t create information that users don’t need or care about.
This advice might sound like a no-brainer, but you often read technical information that
describes the toolbar icons of a simple software product or a step in a task that says, “Type
your name in the name field.” If your product requires explanation of the toolbar or how to
enter a name in a name field, consider improving the product interface rather than creating
topics that will probably never be read.
Focus on User Goals, Not Product Functions
Avoid writing task topics that are solely about how the product works. For example, instead of
writing a task topic called “Using the User Profile dialog box,” which focuses on how the
product works, create a task called “Changing user profiles,” which focuses on a real goal.
Even for complex enterprise products, such as database or search engine systems, avoid
writing lengthy discussions about how the product works. Your users want only enough information to help them set up and use their systems or products.

For example, instead of writing long chapters about how authentication works, start with
tasks that show users how to set up security, and explain the options and the benefits of setting
up security for various scenarios as they progress through the tasks. You can provide some
concept topics, but provide just enough to get users started. Very few readers will be patient
enough to read 25 or 50 pages of conceptual material before they start a task.
For more information about writing consistent, minimalist content, see The IBM Style
Guide: Conventions for Writers and Editors by DeRespinis, et al.

To Wrap Up
DITA provides a flexible, yet rigid, framework that helps you create effective technical information. DITA is flexible in that it helps you reuse, reorganize, and create content quickly. It’s
rigid in that you must be disciplined enough to adhere to the principles of good topic-based
writing to take advantage of the benefits of DITA.
Writing task-oriented DITA topics takes some practice, but when you do create those
perfect topics, your users can:
• Find the information they need faster
• Accomplish their goals more efficiently
• Read only the information they need to read
Writing in DITA not only benefits your users, but it also benefits you as a writer. By using DITA to create topic-based information, you can:
• Maintain and reuse topics more effectively
• Organize or reorganize topics more quickly
• Share and distribute the work on topic files more easily, which increases writer productivity
Topic-based information also starts with a thorough knowledge of your users and their
goals. Do a comprehensive task analysis before you write anything. Don’t be afraid to spend
more time on planning your information and analyzing the tasks that users will want to do with
your product.
By writing your content in discrete, task-oriented DITA topics, you can create useful,
coherent, and retrievable technical information.

Topic-Based Writing Checklist
Guideline

Description

Check that each topic contains only one
type of information.

Use the different topic types in DITA to separate task,
conceptual, and reference information.

Check that each topic is self-contained.

Eliminate text that points to other topics (other than the
occasional cross-reference), text that points to sections in
the topic, such as “The next section describes table
spaces,” or topics that serve merely to glue other topics
together.

Check that topics don’t cover too much
information.

For example, writing one topic to describe even a single
commercial aircraft model is too much information for one
topic. Instead, break up the topic into more concept topics
and subtopics, such as “Engines,” “Passenger seating,”
“Pilot console,” and “Electrical systems.”

Ensure that your content is task oriented.

Task orientation means that your content focuses on real
user goals, not product functions or features. Don’t focus
on pseudo-tasks such as “Using the email feature.” Using
something isn’t a real-world goal. “Sending a document
through email” is a real goal.

Do a task analysis to decide what
information your topics should contain.

Technical information is effective only if it answers users’
questions quickly and completely. Ensure that you
understand the level of expertise of your users and their
goals.

Follow minimalist guidelines.

•
•
•

Know your audience.
Eliminate nonessential content. Write only the content
that users need. Don’t paper the product.
Focus on user goals, not product functions.

Task Analysis Form
Use this form to do a task analysis on a new product, feature, or component.
Question

Details

What is the business goal?
What tasks does the user need to
perform to accomplish the goal?
What are the mental and physical
steps required for each task?

Mental:

Physical:
Who performs the task?

Audience:
Experience:
Role:
Authority:

When and under what conditions
is the task performed?

Requirements:

Limitations:
Environment:
What are potential distractions to
accomplishing the goal?

Troubleshooting:

Alternative path:
Exception path:
What does the user need to know
about the task?

Duration:

Complexity:
Frequency:
What is the sequence of tasks?
What is the expected result?

Comments

